Preview: Master PTR review template

Case Information
Type
Review
Unit
California State University-Fullerton
Description
PTR reviews (no Promotion consideration)

Case Data Forms
Portfolio Timetable | Preview

Candidate Requirements
Instructions to the candidate
Welcome to Interfolio’s Review, Promotion & Tenure, the evaluation system at Cal State Fullerton. Please note that the system is browser-sensitive and requires a recently-updated version of Chrome, Firefox, or Safari. Do not add any digital highlighting, notes, or tags in your PDF files as this may affect legibility. Always preview your packet before submission to confirm that it is presented as you intend.

A faculty member undergoing post-tenure periodic evaluation are required to have their packet submitted and to their Department Chair by 5 pm on Tuesday, October 1, 2019.

Per UPS 210.020, each tenured faculty member shall be subject to a periodic evaluation under these procedures at least once every 5 years. This type of review does NOT include a promotion consideration. Instead, it is intended to be an occasion for consultation with colleagues, whose aim should be the encouragement and maintenance of excellence; an acknowledgment of positive contributions made by tenured faculty; and, a time to reflect upon opportunities for growth and professional development.

If you have any questions, please visit the Interfolio Help Center or contact us at far@fullerton.edu or (657) 278-2125. Thank you.

Curriculum Vitae
Due: Oct 1, 2019
Documents
Curriculum Vitae, 1 required

Additional Documents, optional

Quantitative SOQ data and Comment Reports
Due: Oct 1, 2019
Documents
SOQ Statistical Summary & Comment Reports, 1+ required

Additional Documents, optional

**Narrative Summary**
Due: Oct 1, 2019
Documents
Narrative Summary, 1 required

Additional Documents, optional

**Internal Case Sections**

**Previous PTR Reviews (If applicable)**

**Case Review Steps**

1. **Department Chair Review**
   Due: Oct 11, 2019
   Placeholder Chair (0), No Instructions, No Required Documents

2. **PTRC and Dean Review**
   Due: Mar 27, 2020
   Placeholder Dean (0), No Instructions, No Required Documents
   Placeholder DPC (0), No Instructions, No Required Documents

3. **FAR Post Case Work**
   FAR (4), No Instructions, No Required Documents